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BruIsE - 

The bruising of fruit that normally occurs during harvesting and transpor-

tation is significantly reduced with the flexible material of the Ωmega bin.

The bin greatly reduces side and bottom pressure on the fruit because 

of the flexible material used.  The material will shape to the fruit, increas-

ing the contact surface area and thereby reduce bruising. 

There is less chafing and rubbing marks because of the soft contact 

surface and less movement of fruit inside the bin.

The bin construction has 50 times less hard contact surface than con-

ventional bins.

The unique shock absorbing system would ensure a smooth ride during 

transportation over rough terrain.  

Conventional bins hard surface exposure to fruit is 35% whereas the 

Ωmega bin is only 2%.

Bin liners are no longer necessary with the Ωmega bin. 

This greatly reduces cooling time and optimizes fruit quality.
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LoaD - 

The Ωmega bin folds to less than a quarter of the 

height of conventional bins. 

The Ωmega bin folded height is 183mm in com-

parison with its nearest collapsible plastic rival at 

279mm.  

Forklift movement between the pack house, bin 

stacking area as well as loading of bins on trucks, is 

reduced to 75%.

Fewer forklifts and staff are needed, reducing capi-

tal, maintenance, personnel and operational costs.

The Ωmega bin weighs only 40kg in comparison 

with the conventional wooden bin at 72kg. 

10% more fruit can be transported because of the 

weight difference and one meter loading capability

The Ωmega bin is a four way entry unit.

The Ωmega bin can be loaded on the 1 meter side 

onto a truck or when storing bins in a container or 

in cold storage.

The parametric base is an added safety feature pre-

venting the load from tipping during harsh braking. 

512 Ωmega bins can be loaded on an inter-link trailer 

in comparison with a 120 empty conventional bins.  

This is a 330% increase on empty bin load capacity.

Smaller trucks can be used for empty bin return trips. 

An 8-ton truck can transport the same quantity of 

folded Ωmega bins as an Inter-link trailer with conven-

tional bins.

Huge fuel savings will be achieved on empty bin de-

ployment trips.

Ωmega bins are easy to handle because of their light 

weight and convenient hand-holds on the frame.

stack - 

75% less storage space is needed with the Ωmega bins.

Storage space is freed up for more productive assets 

such as Cold rooms and Packing facilities.

The positive locking mechanism of the bin ensures 

safety because there is less danger of bins moving or 

falling in transit or when stacked compared to the poor 

locking mechanism of conventional bins.

Erected Ωmega bins can be stacked 8 high.

Stacking is made easy when bins are folded.
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Dur -

The hot dipped galvanized high-tensile steel frame will 

outlast any conventional bin and is design to last a 

lifetime.  

The tough and durable high-tensile base has proven 

itself over a 13 year period in the automotive industry.

rEpaIr - 

All components are replaceable.

Repairing the bag is simple using a patch and rubber 

solution which will ensure a strong bond.

Repairing wooden or plastic bins are costly and is time 

consuming.

Rapid maintenance ensures more available 

operational bins.

No more nails and screws which could 

puncture wheels and tyres.

ability
abilityThe bag is treated with UV stabilizer, and will withstand 

at least 5 years’ direct sunlight exposure.

In its folded form, the bag will not be exposed to direct 

sunlight thus ensuring prolonged lifespan.

Never to replace a bin again, only the bag. The bag is 

the least expensive part of the bin which contributes to 

only 12% of the total cost of the bin.

The Ωmega bin can be stored in the open or in cold 

storage without any deterioration or negative effect on 

the bag or frame quality.
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pErmE - 

Water drains faster through the open weave 

structure of the material than wood or plastic bins.

The Ωmega bin does not absorb any water or post 

-harvest chemicals.

Cost saving on post- harvest chemicals. 

Dry wood absorbs up to 9 liters water 

and post -harvest chemicals per bin. 

Plastic bins absorbs up to 3 liters 

of water and post-harvest 

chemicals per bin.
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cooL - 

The open weave construction ensures 7 times more 

air flow through the bin in comparison with conven-

tional bins. 

This advantage will ensure a reduced cooling time 

of 28%.

The increased air flow will ensure optimum colouring 

of fruit during gas treatments.

There will be no need for bin liners thus allowing 

increased air flow through the product and faster 

cooling times.

ability
Materials used in manufacturing are all good con-

ductors of temperature whereas wood and plastic 

are isolators.

The bin weighs only 40kg in comparison with wood 

at 72kg thus leading to a reduced 32kg of material 

to cool down.

In a 1000 bin cold room there will be 30 000kg less 

material to cool down amounting to a 7% energy 

saving factor.
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FLamE - 

The bag is treated with flame retardant chemicals and 

does not promote burning . 

Plastic and wood bins are highly combustible which is 

a high risk.

The Ωmega bin contains only 3kg of flame resistant ma-

terial compared to the combustible material in plastic 

bins at 41kg and wooden bins at 72kg.

This advantage gives you peace of mind in the vola-

tile labour climate that we are currently experiencing in 

South-Africa.

tracE - 

The Ωmega bin is fitted with a barcode on the frame 

which can be scanned to enable positive identification 

for tracking and identification.

The Ωmega bin can be fitted with a RFID tag making 

tracking effortless.

The tracking data can be integrated into pack house 

management software making the tracking of Ωmega 

bin human independent.

The Ωmega bin material can be coloured to be pack 

house specific making it visually easy to identify bins.
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GrEEN - 

Less deforestation because the bin is environmentally friendly.  

Less fossil fuel to be used in the transportation of empty bins.

Less wood and plastic to be recycled.

Less water and sanitations to be used in cleaning.  

Lesser chemicals used during post-harvest treatments.

Less electricity used in the cooling of fruit through better airflow.

Smaller overall carbon footprint.
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cLEaN - 

The Ωmega bin is more hygienic than wood or plas-

tic because the material used is non-absorbing and 

scratch- resistant.

It can be easily cleaned by using a brush and water.  

Easier and faster to clean than wood or plastic.

High-pressure cleaning equipment becomes redun-

dant.
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